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Put Scott’s
30 Years of Experience
to Work For You

Don’t let QuickBooks be a pain in the asset…
Help is here!
Benefit from having a trusted, professional advisor on your team at a
fraction of the cost of full-time staff. My clients enjoy our working
relationship simply because I don’t talk “accounting or technology
speak” – I can discuss your problems and offer solutions in plain
English. See what my clients are saying about the help and insight I
have provided for them.
Contact me for help before you throw up your hands in frustration!
Working together, we can determine the extent of your QuickBooks
problems and put a solution in place. Let’s get your QuickBooks and
accounting problems ironed out soon!

About Scott

“Your training has literally revolutionized the way we run things here.
Everyone in our entire company- from Customer Service, Purchasing,
Marketing, Shipping to Management has benefitted greatly from what
you have taught us! I couldn’t recommend your expertise more- I would
tell any QuickBooks user that a session with you is mandatory. The ROI
is literally 50 fold for our company.”
Victoria Marquard-Schultz, Esq.
General Counsel & Regulatory Director
Applied Home Healthcare Equipment, LLC
Scott - I just wanted to thank you for helping me out yesterday. After I
hung up the phone from our conversation I went out to the girls in my
office and asked if my head looked visIbly larger because of all the new
knowledge I'd just attained! :-)
The information I got from you is invaluable to me. The tools I
discovered with your help are literally going to change our ability to
process orders faster, more efficently, and, most importantly to me,
accurately. I feel so much more confident in my record keeping going
forward and verifying my bottomline - it is a huge relief to me. Thanks
again!!
Jan Huisking, Holovision
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Put Scott’s
30 Years of Experience
to Work For You
READ THIS FIRST…
Tracking inventory is a huge challenge for many businesses.
Here is some good news for you!
With the right software tools, you can better manage the ebbs and flows of inventory tracking
and keep the right products in stock at the right time.
When it comes to choosing the right software tools, there seems to be significant confusion out
there when it comes to understanding exactly what QuickBooks can and can’t do in distribution
and wholesale businesses.
Even worse, many people see that there is a “Manufacturing and Wholesale” edition of
QuickBooks and believe (mistakenly in many cases) that the software will take care of ALL their
inventory tracking needs.
QuickBooks can definitely be a terrific inventory tracking tool for some businesses. For them, it
may be all they need.
For others, they find QuickBooks missing one or more critical “must have” features. Because of
that, it will move their focus into the “add-on” marketplace for software that works with (“plugs
into”) QuickBooks or it pushes them completely out of the QuickBooks world.
When it comes to advanced inventory management for distributors and wholesalers, Acctivate
is one of the leading add-ons to QuickBooks your business should consider.
In the following pages, I will be discussing various inventory features and functionality. Be
aware that I will be referencing three different software packages in those discussions:
 QuickBooks Premier: Manufacturing and Wholesale Edition (QB Premier)
 QuickBooks Enterprise: Manufacturing and Wholesale Edition (QB Enterprise)
 Acctivate add-on for QuickBooks (Acctivate)
Let’s get started on the things you need to know when it comes to tracking inventory for your
business…
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INVENTORY TRACKING FOR DISTRIBUTORS

NEED TO KNOW #1

BUYING THE SAME PART FROM MULTIPLE VENDORS
When it comes to purchasing inventory, it’s very common for distributors to purchase the
same part from multiple suppliers/vendors. I refer to this as a “one to many” software
requirement, where you need to track unit cost and other details separately for each
vendor you work with.
As for meeting the “one to many” requirement, let’s take a closer look at what each
software package can/can’t do for you:


QB PREMIER – allows you to identify one “preferred vendor” for a part. If you
want to track the details of multiple vendors, you’d have to do it using a
combination of the vendor and/or item notes. You can create a purchase order
for any item for any vendor, but the software will only be able to pull in item
details about the single preferred vendor you have chosen.



QB ENTERPRISE – same functionality as QB PREMIER.



ACCTIVATE – allows you to track cost and related details from multiple vendors
for a single item. You can create a purchase order for any item for any vendor in
Acctivate, and it will then allow you to access specific details about items from
that vendor while creating the PO.

INVENTORY TRACKING FOR DISTRIBUTORS

NEED TO KNOW #2

BACKORDER TRACKING AND REPORTING
Shipping all orders 100% complete and 100% on time is a great goal.
However, as we know…
Stuff happens.
And because of that stuff, you have backorders that need to ship at a later time.
So the question is – how easy is it to track the orders and items that haven’t shipped
complete in these various software packages?
Let’s take a closer look:
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QB PREMIER – allows you to choose from the following tools/reports to track
open orders:
o Open sales orders by customer
o Open sales orders by item
o Inventory stock status report
o Sales order fulfillment worksheet



QB ENTERPRISE – same functionality as QB PREMIER.



ACCTIVATE – provides the following tools/reports to track open orders:
o Backorder by product report
o Backorder report
o Open orders
o Open orders by customer
o Order backlog by product
o Overdue orders report
o Stock on hand report

INVENTORY TRACKING FOR DISTRIBUTORS

NEED TO KNOW #3

CONNECTION TO UPS WORLDWIDE AND/OR FEDEX SHIPPING MANAGER
It’s great when your shipping department can click a button and pull order details directly
into your shipping software.
It’s even better when critical information such as tracking numbers can be pushed back
into your software to help improve your customer service.
How do each of these packages handle making connections to these very popular shipping
programs?


QB PREMIER – contains built in UPS and FedEx shipping software. Don’t be
confused - these are NOT the same as UPS Worldship and FedEx Shipping
Manager. In order to connect QB Premier to these applications, a third party
add-on such as ShipStation or Ship Gear must be purchased and configured.



QB ENTERPRISE – same as described for QB PREMIER



ACCTIVATE – has a module that will allow direct integration into both UPS
Worldship and FedEx Shipping Manager. Separate fees apply for the purchase of
this module.
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INVENTORY TRACKING FOR DISTRIBUTORS

NEED TO KNOW #4

AVERAGE COST? FIFO COST?
Being a bean counter myself, I can’t stress the importance of knowing the costs of doing
business.
Tracking the costs of the items you purchase is the backbone to any inventory system.
Some businesses choose to cost their inventory on an average cost basis. Others prefer
FIFO (first in, first out) costing. Still others choose to use a landed cost type of costing
system (more on landed costs later).
When it comes to tracking and reporting item costs and the related inventory valuations,
let’s take a closer look at what our software packages can offer you:


QB PREMIER – offers average costing only



QB ENTERPRISE – silver and gold versions of Enterprise offer average costing
only. Platinum version allows for FIFO costing.



ACCTIVATE – offers the following costing options – average, FIFO, specific (if lot
tracking is used), landed, and management costs.

INVENTORY TRACKING FOR DISTRIBUTORS

NEED TO KNOW #5

TRACKING INVENTORY IN MULTIPLE LOCATIONS/WAREHOUSES
Got stuff all over the place?
This is where the conversation about location tracking (i.e. bins) and/or multiple
warehouse tracking comes into play so you can keep accurate tabs on your stuff.
How do our options compare on this type of functionality?


QB PREMIER – does not offer multiple location or multiple warehouse tracking
capabilities



QB ENTERPRISE – silver and gold versions of Enterprise do not offer this
functionality. Platinum version allows for multiple location/multiple warehouse
tracking



ACCTIVATE – offers a module that allows for multiple location/multiple
warehouse tracking. Separate fees apply for the purchase of this module.
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INVENTORY TRACKING FOR DISTRIBUTORS

NEED TO KNOW #6

IN THE CLOUD OR IN THE HOUSE?
The current buzzword in the world of software these days is “in the cloud”.
Briefly, if you are running “in the cloud”, it means that you don’t have any more software
to download, install, or configure. You don’t have to run your own server to access your
programs and important data. Somebody else is doing it for you. Sometimes for free.
Sometimes cloud services are provided for a monthly fee.
Compare this to the traditional “on premise” approach to IT – your own servers and IT
support (either internal or outsourced). You have downloads and updates that need to be
installed periodically. There are break/fix activities that need to happen when something
stops working.
In essence, being “in the cloud” means that your business has made the strategic decision
NOT to be in the IT business. Instead, you focus on other activities and processes instead.
What are the approaches to “on premise” or “in the cloud” for the software options we are
reviewing?


QB PREMIER – designed to be an “on premise” solution where it is installed
locally on PCs and servers. Alternately, it can be set up with hosting companies
to allow anytime, anywhere access for a monthly fee. Please do NOT get this
confused with the Online Edition of QuickBooks. That is a completely different
application.



QB ENTERPRISE – designed to be an “on premise” solution where it is installed
locally on PCs and servers. Alternately, can be set up with hosting companies to
allow anytime, anywhere access for a monthly fee. Please do NOT get this
confused with the Online Edition of QuickBooks. That is a completely different
application.



ACCTIVATE – designed to be an “on premise” solution where it is installed locally
on PCs and servers. Alternately, can be set up with hosting companies to allow
anytime, anywhere access for a monthly fee.
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INVENTORY TRACKING FOR DISTRIBUTORS

NEED TO KNOW #7

ABILITY TO TRACK LANDED COSTS?
In case you are not familiar with the term “landed cost”, let’s review…
Commonly used in situations where goods are imported, landed cost is a way to allocate
not just the base cost of the unit, but other charges such as freight costs, brokerage
fees, handling charges to the cost of the unit as well.
Landed cost is more complicated than tracking by average or FIFO cost, as there are
more calculations involved to post and update cost transactions.
How do our options compare on the ability to track landed costs?
 QB PREMIER – by default, cannot calculate landed costs. There are some
“workarounds” available by using a “zero dollar check” to allocate costs to
inventory, but these can be time consuming and confusing.


QB ENTERPRISE – same functionality as QB Premier



ACCTIVATE – offers a module that allows for landed cost tracking and
calculations. Separate fees apply for the purchase of this module.

GET HELP TO FIGURE OUT WHAT YOUR BUSINESS NEEDS!

Scott can help you make heads or tails out of the QuickBooks add-on
marketplace when it comes to inventory software for distributors and
wholesalers.
He offers a value-priced mini-needs assessment service to help you
save time on your initial search. He also offers a more
comprehensive review of your specific needs for more complicated
environments.
Don’t waste another minute trying to sort through the thickest of
buzzwords and jargon to determine what is right for you.

Click Here to Contact Scott Today
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Scott’s Menu of Services

"I would definitely recommend Scott Gregory to
anyone looking for a QuickBooks specialist."
~ Margo Strunk, Office Manager, AllCraft Wellman, Inc.

Take the guesswork out of using QuickBooks
for your financial needs – get the help of a
trusted QuickBooks expert that has been
helping businesses for years:
 ONE-TO-ONE CONSULTATION
Let me help resolve areas of confusion and ensure you are using QuickBooks the right way- don’t waste time
sitting in a “QuickBooks class” and then discover the class doesn’t answer your specific questions! We can
meet on-site or over the Internet for as little as an hour, or as long as it takes to get things right!

 INITIAL QUICKBOOKS SETUP
Just starting with QuickBooks? If your company data file is not set up correctly, you will be paying for it
over and over again in higher accounting fees and troubleshooting expenses. Ensure you start your
QuickBooks journey with a solid foundation! Don’t blow this critical step in your QuickBooks journey.

 TRAINING – INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
Put my QuickBooks expertise to work with your staff and adapt QuickBooks to the specific needs of
your business – I make QuickBooks training easy, and you don’t have to leave the office! Don’t guess at
how to use QuickBooks to meet your specific needs!

 TROUBLESHOOTING/PROBLEM RESOLUTION
Working together, we can determine the extent of your QuickBooks problems and put a solution in place to
prevent them from happening again. Let’s talk before you toss your computer out the window!

 CONVERSION FROM AN EXISTING SYSTEM
Tap into my expertise to help minimize the pains of converting to QuickBooks and ensure success for
you and your team! Moving from your existing accounting software to QuickBooks doesn’t have to be a
scary or budget-busting event.

 HELP SELECTING THE RIGHT QUICKBOOKS ADD-ON SOFTWARE
Trying to extend the functionality of QuickBooks? Avoid the classic mistakes many businesses do when
looking for new software, especially packages that integrate with QuickBooks. Work with a QuickBooks
expert to ensure your success.
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CONTACT INFO
440-527-5696

440-527-5701

Scott@BetterBottomLine.com

Bottom Line Accounting Solutions
2786 SOM Center Rd. #200
Willoughby Hills, OH 44094

http://twitter.com/qbguy

http://www.linkedin.com/in/quickbooksguy
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http://www.BetterBottomLine.com
- QuickBooks is a registered trademark of Intuit
- Acctivate is a registered trademark of Alterity, Inc.
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